
Go Live FDNA: Sample not amplified at the correct input DNA volume according 

to the quantitation information (

Incorrect amplification volumes being calculated by the FR.  This example is at the 

lower quant range which should default in an input DNA volume of 15uL

Go-Live FDNA: Dashboard not linking to correct place for "Result -NWQPS" The "Result - NWQPS" on the dashboard is not linked to the appropriately filtered 

list (see red arrow). It is linking to all samples on the review list, it should link to the 

filtered NWQPS list only

Go-Live FDNA: Not authorised to access samples on NWQPS review worklist There are three samples on the NWQPS review worklist. We are not able to access 

the record on any of the three barcodes as shown in the screen shot. We get an 

access error on all of them - see below. It addition the table says there are 5 

samples, however only 3 records are contained on this list

GO LIVE - FC Allocation Date on Worksheets is displaying Submission Date The Allocation Date should be the date that the Request / Task was allocated to an 

Action Officer. On the worksheets, it is currently displaying the Submission Date 

instead. This seems to only effect cases allocated since GO LIVE.

Go Live FDNA: Profile Record to display updated profile interpretation by 

greying our previous entry The initial resolved profile within the Profile Record table has not been greyed out 

upon validation of the result as a result of an update to the profile assessment, 

mixture to conditioned mixture, where a matching profile has been added to the 

Profile Record table.   The FR is to acknowledge all matching profile in the Profile 

Record table and not just profiles that match that have a similar suffix. 

Go-Live FDNA: Environmental samples are not displaying as green circles as 

expected

Samples that come from Environmental cases (Job type=Environmental) in Forensic 

DNA Analysis should be displaying with a green circle

Go Live FDNA: Examination Record no longer visible under the Exhibit 

Testing/Examination table (sample 

The Examination Summary, now named Examination Record is no longer able to be 

accessed from the Exhibit Testing/Examinations table and can be accessed via the 

'Examinations' tab - 'Unit Exams' then find the exhibit which take a long time if there 

mny exhibits for the case.

Go Live DNA: Ability to view and hyperlink to the sample from a ref sample 

within the CPT which resulted in an upload

Have the ability to hover on the 'upload' triangle associated to a reference sample 

within the CPT and gain info as to the sample which resulted in an upload.  There 

would also be the ability to hyperlink to that sample.

The icon to indicate an electronic file is attached does not display on the ‘Result’ 

record for an exhibit when viewed from the Exhibit record display.

However, when the Result entry is viewed (click on result below) the icon appears!. 

So it is in the background but only displays when the Result page is viewed.

Go Live:  FDNA - Page number on worklists/Exhibit list - not clear as to what 

page you are on

When clicking through worklists/exhibit lists that have multiple pages, it can be 

difficult to tell which page you are on as all pages stay a similar colour (a slight 

difference can be seen - but not by all).  It may be helpful to bold the number of the 

current page.  Examples added.

Go Live:  FDNA - FR download extensions for pdf When PDFs have been downloaded from the FR - they are being labelled with .pdf 

twice.  Is this a result of the FR or the browser?

Go Live:  FDNA - NCIDD modify and delete ordering When ordering an NCIDD modify or delete, we used to get a little pop-up reminder 

to add the relevant suffix to the barcode. This no longer appears.  Can this please be 

returned.

Go Live:  FDNA - Images - explicit images are viewable and not hidden (e.g. 
Explicit images being immediately visible, and non-explicit being marked as explicit 

and hidden.  E.g.  -  When printing case file able to view multiple explicit 

images (deceased person) (eg exhibit  is one of many) when attempting 

to view and print envelope images - but images of envelope and a tap (exhibit 

number  are marked as explicit.  Should this be the other way around.

Go Live FDNA: Exhibit testing table not displaying correctly. Some samples are showing full examination notes in exhibit testing table and some 

samples are not, but also not showing a preview of the notes when hovering over 

the '...' (blank text box appears). Examples provided. added 23/05/2022: microscopic 

result line also showing added information.

Go Live:  FDNA - Presumptive, Result,  Micro result lines containing all result 

information As per issue  - Below are several examples where the microscopic and DNA 

result lines are containing all results for the same samples.    The result lines should 

only contain the result for that test.  It is going back and doing this for all samples.  

Also when you hover over the "......" no extra information is appearing.

When the QPS tick the 'No testing required' box, a result line should appear and the 

sample should populate the 'NWQPS' result worklist. Instead of the 'No further work 

required as per advice from QPS' result line - as above, we are now getting the result 

line 'NTR' - see below (example  We have found that samples are no 

longer populating our 'NWQPS' result worklist (Review Result WL). The samples still 

appear to be populating the generic result worklist, and are all viewable when 

filtering the list by 'NWDNA'. As well as the issue of the samples not populating the 

'NWQPS' result worklist, we are also concerned that this new result line may not be 

getting fed back to the QPS.

Could we please have all samples with the 'no testing required' box ticked directed 

to the 'NWQPS' result worklist (Review Result WL), and also ensure that a no further 

testing result line is being fed back to the QPS?

Sample  resulted in a dropped down profile that was designated as 

UKM6.  UKM6 now matches to a DNAIntel sample.  when the user dropped the 

profile down again to get the new designation - it coped the profile down in the 

profile record twice.  Is this because it was UKM6 and now is something else?  it 

should only appear in the table once when the result is dropped down. 

GO LIVE - FC The icon to indicate an electronic file is attached does not display 

on the ‘Result’ record for an exhibit when viewed from the Exhibit record 

display

Go-Live FDNA: Samples are not populating 'NWQPS' result worklist

Go Live:  FDNA - Duplicate entry in profile record table (
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Also, UKM6 has dropped out of the case profiles record table.  I know this has 

happened and has bene raised in issue  - but in those instance, it removed as it 

was being associated to a reference sample.  In this instance, nothing has been 

associated (as we cannot associate UK to DNAIntels) - so am unsure if these are 

related.

Sample  - two STRmix PDF files were uploaded against this sample and 

both were viewable on the PDA screen at the same time.  I've checked the STRmix 

files and while they have the same sample name, they have different case numbers.  

Just wanted to check what the FR is reading when they are uploading and storing 

STRmix files to the PDA page.  Is it reading the file inside and just checking the 

sample number - or is it reading the file name and again just reading the sample 

number - or does it also check the case number.  In this instance it looks like only the 

sample number is checked, and that both copies were in the FR and viewable at the 

same time because they didn't contain the same case number.  

 We wouldn't expect to see two copies of the STRmix file there - usually if the case 

number and sample number are the same it just overwrites the file.

Go-Live FDNA: Profile Data Analysis Worklist - Ref appears to be capped at 100 

samples

We have noticed that when the Profile Data Analysis Worklist - Ref (Profile Data 

Analysis WL) goes above 100 samples, it will only show 100 samples. The batch 

dashboard (DNA Dashboard) will show the correct number of samples on the 

list. 

Go Live:  FDNA - PDA worklists
Some users are getting an error when trying to access the P2 and P3 PDA worklists 

(some can get into 1 and not the other, some can't get into either - varies among 

users - however, I was able to access them both this morning, and now can't access 

P3 worklist).  Also, it appears as though all samples have been allocated - they 

should not be.  These are ones that have just the persons name and not their id and 

name.  There should only be a PDA Analyst when the sample has been allocated

Go Live:  FDNA - Sample not populating filtered PDA review list Sample  has a complex result - however it does not appear on the 

filtered P2 "complex" review list.  It is there on the review list - but not when it is 

filtered

           

Go Live:  FDNA - Two STRmix files appear on the one sample
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